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Abstract
Rotaviruses, like other non-enveloped, double-strand RNA viruses, package an RNA-dependent RNA
polymerase (RdRp) with each duplex of their segmented genomes. Rotavirus cell entry results in loss of an
outer protein layer and delivery into the cytosol of an intact, inner capsid particle (the “double-layer particle,” or
DLP). The RdRp, designated VP1, is active inside the DLP; each VP1 achieves many rounds of mRNA
transcription from its associated genome segment. Previous work has shown that one VP1molecule lies close
to each 5-fold axis of the icosahedrally symmetric DLP, just beneath the inner surface of its protein shell,
embedded in tightly packed RNA. We have determined a high-resolution structure for the rotavirus VP1 RdRp
in situ, by local reconstruction of density around individual 5-fold positions. We have analyzed intact virions
(“triple-layer particles”), non-transcribing DLPs and transcribing DLPs. Outer layer dissociation enables the
DLP to synthesize RNA, in vitro as well as in vivo, but appears not to induce any detectable structural change
in the RdRp. Addition of NTPs, Mg2+, and S-adenosylmethionine, which allows active transcription, results in
conformational rearrangements, in both VP1 and the DLP capsid shell protein, that allow a transcript to exit the
polymerase and the particle. The position of VP1 (among the five symmetrically related alternatives) at one
vertex does not correlate with its position at other vertices. This stochastic distribution of site occupancies
limits long-range order in the 11-segment, double-strand RNA genome.
© 2019 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Introduction
Rotaviruses, like other dsRNA viruses, encapsi-
date RNA-dependent, RNA polymerases (RdRps) to
transcribe their segmented genomes. In the infec-
tious virion, known as a “triple-layer particle” (TLP),
three concentric, icosahedrally symmetric protein
shells surround the packaged RNA (Fig. 1a) [1,2].
The role of the outer layer, composed of viral
proteins VP4 and VP7, is to introduce the virion
into a cell and to deliver into the cytosol the double-
layer particle (DLP) that it surrounds. The proteins of
the DLP include VP2 and VP6, as well as the RdRp
(VP1) and a capping enzyme (VP3). Loss of the
outer layer during entry (or from its removal in vitro)
derepresses the transcriptional activity of VP1 and
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the capping activity of VP3 within the DLP [1–3]. The
structure of VP2 and its organization in a 120-subunit
inner shell are characteristics of nearly all dsRNA
viruses [4]. Because the viral protein numbering
varies, depending on the class to which the virus
belongs, we refer here to VP2 and its homologs (as
have other authors) as the capsid-shell protein
(CSP). The DLP interior contains one copy of the
VP1 RdRp for each of the 11 dsRNA genomic
segments and a comparable, but still undetermined,
number of VP3 subunits.
RdRps of dsRNA viruses transcribe mRNA con-
servatively from dsRNA genomic segments; they
also copy the minus-sense strand of those segments
in situ, from the plus-sense strands packaged during
assembly of the capsid shell. The resulting, tran-
scriptionally active DLPs can also be the source of
further plus-sense strands, until the production of
viral proteins switches to packaging them into TLPs.
Crystal structures of reovirus and rotavirus RdRps
show that the active site lies within a cage-like
surround, with access channels for template and
nucleoside triphosphate (NTP) substrates and exit
channels for transcript and template (or dsRNA
product in the replication step) [5–7]. To achieve this
cage-like organization, an N-terminal domain and a
C-terminal domain augment a familiar fingers-palm-
thumb polymerase domain. The largely α-helical, C-
terminal domain surrounds the channel for template
or nascent genome exit—hence, its designation as
the “bracelet domain” (surrounding the wrist of the
fingers, palm and thumb).
In earlier work, we showed that in DLPs, VP1
associates with the inner surface of the VP2 capsid
shell, at positions overlapping each of the 5-fold axes
[8]. Even in the averaged density of an icosahedrally
symmetric reconstruction from cryo-EM images, part
of the protein projected far enough from the 5-fold
axis that we could place its crystallographically
determined structure by fitting the non-overlapping
features of the map (Fig. 1b) [8]. Since then,
asymmetric reconstructions of cytoplasmic polyhe-
drosis virus (CPV) and of an aquareovirus (ARV)
have yielded full, in situ structures of their RdRp
enzymes and of a closely associated NTPase [9,10].
Like mammalian orthoreoviruses, CPV and ARV
have external, turret-like structures, composed of the
capping-enzyme protein, projecting along each of
their 5-fold axes. Transcribed RNA emerges through
these turrets, which have guanylyl transferase and
methylase activities. A likely function of the internal
NTPase is to ensure that the nascent transcript lacks
a 5′-γ-phosphate, so that transfer of GMP by the
guanylyl transferase yields the standard 3′-GpppG-
3′ cap structure; the turrets themselves do not
appear to have such an activity. The orientation of
the rotavirus VP1 RdRp with respect to the capsid
shell suggests that the transcript could pass directly
from the transcript exit channel into an opening at the
5-fold axis. The same is true for CPV and ARV,
allowing direct passage of the nascent transcript into
the capping chamber of the turret. Because rotavi-
ruses extrude fully capped transcripts, with all
relevant enzymatic activities incorporated into VP3,
their internal organization must allow this order of
events.
We describe here high-resolution structures for the
rhesus rotavirus (RRV) VP1 RdRp in situ, achieved
Fig. 1. Overview of the rotavirus architecture. (a) TLP in surface representation with part of the capsid removed to allow
inside view (VP1, gray; VP2A, blue; VP2B cyan; VP6, green; VP7, yellow; VP5* and VP8*, red). (b) Close-up view of a 5-
fold vertex surrounded by VP2 subunits (blue and cyan) and one bound VP1 polymerase (gray). (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 2. Local reconstruction of VP1 polymerase by cryo-EM (see also Materials and Methods). (a) Initial alignment of
virus particles with icosahedral symmetry imposed. (b) Signal subtraction in the 2D particle images using corresponding
reference projections after applying a mask that excludes density within regions potentially occupied by VP1. (c)
Subparticle extraction based on the virion particle alignment parameters and icosahedral symmetry (60 subparticles per
virus). Updated alignment parameters are calculated for the subparticles to reproject them on the same asymmetry for
reconstruction of the subvolume. (d) Classification with class-specific masks. (e) The final map is calculated with a
subparticle stack extracted from the non-signal-subtracted (original) images.
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by local reconstruction of density in relevant volumes
around individual 5-fold positions on the interior of
the capsid shell. We have analyzed TLPs, non-
transcribing DLPs and transcribing DLPs. The
transition from TLP to DLP does not by itself appear
to induce any detectable structural change in the
RdRp, but the addition of NTPs, Mg2+, and S-
adenosylmethionine (SAM) leads to synthesis of
RNA and to local conformational changes in the
bracelet domain and in the CSP that allow a
transcript to exit both the polymerase and the
particle. We can visualize template and transcript
in the active-site cavity of the RdRp. The position
(among the five symmetrically related possibilities)
of an RdRp at any particular vertex does not
correlate with the orientation of RdRps at other
vertices. This stochastic distribution of site occupan-
cies appears to limit long-range order in the dsRNA
genome. We can nonetheless detect density corre-
sponding to genomic RNA and determine some of its
general features.
Results
Cryo-EM reconstructions of VP1 RdRp within
rotavirus particles
Asymmetric reconstruction gave no evidence of a
unique or symmetrical arrangement of VP1 with
respect to the icosahedral symmetry, and we show
below that the distribution of VP1 molecules has
none of the symmetries that would be a subgroup of
the icosahedral point group (e.g., the pseudo-D3
symmetric distribution found in CPV and ARV
[9–11]). We conclude that VP1 binds stochastically
at one of the five possible positions at each of the 5-
fold vertices. The number of possible particle
configurations is therefore around 108. Classifica-
tion and averaging of entire virus particle images
with identical VP1 configurations is obviously not
possible, and we analyzed vertices individually
instead. For local reconstruction of the VP1 poly-
merase, we used current methods in cryo-EM data
processing, including signal subtraction [12], sub-
particle extraction [13], and classification [14], as
described in detail in Materials andMethods (Fig. 2).
After initial reference-based alignment of entire viral
particles with icosahedral symmetry imposed, we
extracted subparticles from the 2D images at
potential VP1 sites and determined VP1 positions
by classification with the help of class-specific
masks. We obtained local reconstructions for
rotavirus particles before (TLP and DLP) and after
incubation with NTPs and SAM (TLP_RNA and
DLP_RNA) (Table S1). The estimated resolution for
the local reconstructions ranges from 5.2 to 3.3 Å,
with the highest resolution for the DLP map (Table
S1, Fig. S1), in which amino-acid side chains are
resolved (Fig. S2). The resolution of VP1 density
was only slightly lower than that of the viral shell (Fig.
S1). Therefore, VP1 binds tightly and specifically to
the inward-facing surface of VP2.We built molecular
models, consisting of 1 VP1 molecule and 10 VP2
molecules (VP2A 1–5 and VP2B 1–5) into the cryo-
EM densities (Table S2). Statistics for the refined
structures are in Table S1. Fig. S1 shows their
correlation with the cryo-EM density.
Fig. 3. Structure of the rotavirus VP1 RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) bound to VP2 capsid proteins (refined
model from DLP dataset). (a) Inset, overview of RdRp bound to a 5-fold vertex. The VP2A (blue) and VP2B (cyan)
protomers are numbered 1–5. The close-up view shows the RdRp structure in conventional orientation. The N-terminal
domain is colored gray; the palm subdomain is in red; the fingers, blue; the thumb, green; the bracelet, magenta. Residue
numbers are the domain boundaries. (b) Side view of RdRp and the VP2 shell. The RdRp tunnel system is shown, and
template, transcript, and nucleotides entry and exits sites, respectively, are schematically indicated. (For interpretation of
the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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As a further check on the absence of correlations
among positions of different VP1s within a particle,
we recorded, for each particle, which of the five
“choices” of positions was occupied by VP1 at each
of the 11 vertices related to an arbitrary initial vertex
by a defined permutation of icosahedaral transfor-
mations. Table S3 shows that the results are
consistent with a fully random distribution of the
remaining 11 with respect to the first.
Molecular structure of VP2-bound RdRp
Rotavirus RdRp lies just inside the VP2 shell with
an offset from the 5-fold symmetry axis. It makes
contacts with several of the surrounding VP2
molecules (Fig. 3a). From crystal structures of VP1
alone and its complexes with substrates [5], we
assign VP1 residues to domains as follows: N-
terminal domain, 1–332; fingers, 333–488 and
524–595; palm, 489–523 and 596–685; thumb,
686–778; and C-terminal, bracelet domain,
779–1088 (Fig. 3a). The domains fold together into
a cage-like structure with substrate entry and exit
tunnels leading to and from the catalytic site located
in the central cavity. In the capsid-attached RdRp,
the transcript-exit site faces the VP2 shell; the
template-entry channel is on the side facing inward;
the nucleotide-entry and template-exit channels face
laterally (Fig. 3b). Our structures generally confirm
our previously reported rigid-body fit of a VP1 crystal
structure into icosahedrally averaged maps of
rotavirus particles [8].
The absence of any RNA density in the RdRp
active site in the TLP or DLP reconstructions
suggests that we observe the polymerase in a pre-
initiation or initiation-competent state. RdRps of
rotavirus replication intermediates initially bind a
conserved sequence at the 3′ ends of the +RNAs (3′
CS+) [15], and VP1 crystals soaked with 3′CS+
oligonucleotides show bases in the active site and
the consensus sequence UGUG bound with
sequence-specific contacts in the template-entry
channel [5]. Packaging into the VP2 shell initiates
synthesis of the complementary, minus-sense RNA
strand, generating the double-stranded genome. In
our structures, which contain fully double-stranded
RNA, we do not see specific RNA contacts in the
template channel, but we can detect density just
outside the polymerase, near the template entry site
(Fig. S3). We suggest that it comes from weakly
bound 3′ ends of -RNA strands, the template for
mRNA (+RNA) production.
Superposing the fingers, palm, and thumb core
domain residues from the VP1 crystal structure
(RdRp in isolation) [5] and from our DLP structure
(VP2-bound RdRp) shows conformational changes
in both N- and C-terminal domains after binding to
the capsid (Fig. S4). Most shifts in the N-terminal
domain are in regions with relatively high tempera-
ture factors and may not be relevant for regulating
polymerase activity (Fig. S5). The one difference in
the N-terminal domain that appears functionally
relevant is flipping inward of a hairpin, residues
261–271, which would, in its crystal-structure con-
formation, clash with VP2A molecule 1. This flip in
turn requires the short α helix (residues 499–508) at
one end of the proposed “priming loop” (residues
493–508) [6] to unfold into a more extended
conformation (Fig. 4a). In the C-terminal bracelet
domain, contact with VP2 molecule 5 shifts an α-
helical subdomain (residues 918–1006) up to about
8 Å from its position in the apoenzyme crystal
structure (Fig. 4b). In the transcribing DLP, we see
a shift in the same subdomain, back to a position
close to the one it has in the crystal structure.
Multiple interactions between VP1 and its VP2
neighbors
Rotavirus VP1 RdRp interacts with several VP2
capsid subunits. The enzyme binds the VP2 shell with
complementary surface interactions as well as with the
help of three long N-terminal VP2 extensions, which
form tentacle-like interactions with VP1 (Fig. 5a).
Deletion of these N-terminal extensions eliminates
VP1 incorporation into recombinant virus-like particles
but does not prevent capsid-shell assembly [16].
Except for the tentacle interactions, the largest interface
is with VP2A molecule 1, burying a solvent accessible
surface of 1622 Å2 (DLP structure). A long β hairpin
from the VP1 N-terminal domain (residues 258–275),
loops of the palm domain, and part of the bracelet
domain together accommodate the tip of loop 361–372
on VP2A molecule 1. Contacts between VP2B
molecule 5 and the palm and finger of VP1 and
between VP2A molecule 5 and the finger and bracelet
domains have buried surfaces of 1065 and 1047 Å2,
respectively. At the latter contact, a helix of the bracelet
subdomain packs against the tip of VP2A molecule 5
(residues 345–374). Modulation of the interaction
between these two α helices appears to be important
for transcription andRNAextrusion from the particle, as
we discus in more detail below; the tip of VP2A
molecule 5 appears to be a “gate” for RNA exit. VP2A
molecules 2, 3, and 4 form additional minor contacts
with VP1. The various contacts summarized here lock
the RdRp firmly into place, as reflected by the relatively
low temperature factors in the core of the enzyme (Fig.
S5).
Tentacle 1 is the N-terminal arm of VP2A
molecule 4; it folds into a long α helix that lies in
a groove between the capsid shell and the VP1
bracelet domain (Fig. 5b). Tentacle 2, the N-
terminal arm of VP2A molecule 5, wraps in an
extended conformation around the RdRp and
forms a short strand with a β hairpin of the fingers
(Fig. 5c). Tentacle 3, the N-terminal arm of VP2B
molecule 5, packs with a short α helix against the
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Fig. 4. Conformational changes
between the VP1 crystal structure
(RdRp in isolation, colored in gray,
PDB-2R7Q) and our DLP structure
(VP2-bound RdRp, colored as in
Fig. 3). The two structures were
superimposed using corresponding
residues of the fingers, palm, and
thumb domains only. (a) Close-up
view showing the hairpin, residues
261–271, of the RdRp N-terminal
domain, and the proposed “priming
loop,” residues 493–508. RdRp
active site residues are shown as
sticks. For clarity, the bracelet
domain is omitted. (b) Close-up
view of the bracelet alpha-helical
subdomain, residues 918–1006.
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RdRp N-terminal domain (Fig. 5d). The conforma-
tional variability of the VP2 N-terminal arm (Fig.
S6) facilitates the multiple interactions with a
single, asymmetrically placed VP1 molecule. Be-
cause one RdRp binds all five VP2A and one
VP2B molecule of a 5-fold capsid hub with either
interface- or tentacle-mediated contacts, VP1
might enhance stability of VP2 decamers during
virus maturation and plus-strand packaging.
Structural differences between TLP and DLP
Transcriptionally competent DLPs are released into
the cytoplasm after the VP7 layer dissociates from
the inner capsid [17]. Structural differences between
VP7-coated TLPs and uncoated DLPs might there-
fore in principle explain how loss of the outer layer
activates the RdRp. Comparison of icosahedrally
averaged TLP and DLP structures showed a distinct
deformation of the VP2-VP6 5-fold hub, associated
with a previously described shift in orientation of the
VP6 trimers around the 5-fold axis and a concomitant
shift of the underlying, 5-fold proximal tips of VP2A
[18,19]. We see the same difference in the locally
reconstructed maps: in the DLP structure, the tips of
VP2A tilt outwards, displacing the loop closest to the
5-fold axis by about 6 Å from its position in the TLP
structure (Fig. S7). Thediameter of narrowest section in
the transcript exit pore, formed by the tips of the VP2A
molecules (residues 346–373), remains the same,
however, ruling out the suggestion that straightforward
pore opening might regulate activation of transcription
in DLPs [19]. Except for outward displacement of the
VP2A tips and an accompanying displacement of the
Fig. 5. Interactions between VP1 and VP2 (refined model from DLP dataset). (a) The VP2A (blue) and VP2B (cyan)
protomers are numbered 1–5 and shown in surface representation, except their N termini, which are colored yellow and
are shown in ribbon representation. The first residues visible in the cryo-EM map are indicated by black spheres. The
footprint of RdRp is shown as a black line. (b) The VP2A 4 N terminus (tentacle 1) folds into a long α helix that interacts with
the RdRp bracelet domain. (c) The VP2A 5 N terminus (tentacle 2) forms a long extension that interacts at its tip with a β
hairpin of the RdRp finger domain. (d) The VP2B 5 N terminus (tentacle 3) folds into a short α helix that interacts with the
RdRp N-terminal domain. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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RdRp, molecule-by-molecule superpositions in our
current structures show that neither VP2 nor VP1
undergoes any major conformational change in the
transition from TLP to DLP (Fig. S8).
Molecular structure of a transcribing RdRp
To visualize structures of transcribing rotavirus
particles, we incubated TLPs and DLPs with
nucleotides and SAM before freezing grids for
cryo-EM analysis. TLP images occasionally showed
a transcript strand emerging from particles, but no
accumulation of released RNA in the background
(TLP_RNA in Fig. S9a). The RdRp reconstruction
calculated from this TLP_RNA sample showed an
empty active site, with no density for template or
transcript, and no substantial conformational differ-
ences in VP1 from its structure in the DLP. Thus,
most polymerases in these TLPs did not transcribe
when nucleotides were added, consistent with many
published studies.
In the images of DLPs incubated with nucleotides
and SAM, almost all particles inspected showed
transcript strands emerging from the capsids, as
previously reported [20], and single-stranded RNA
molecules accumulated in the background (DLP_RNA
in Fig. S9b). The RdRp reconstruction calculated from
this DLP_RNA sample showed template and transcript
density in the active site. Becausewe did not attempt to
stall RdRp at a specific template position before
freezing grids, and because the RNA sequences of
the various genome segments are different, the
reconstruction is an average of polymerases captured
at different transcriptional positions. We therefore used
generic RNA sequence to fit the reconstruction. We
built into the observed density a 10-nucleotide-long
template-transcript double helix in the cavity of the
RdRp and four additional nucleotides (positions n + 1
to n + 4) in the template-entry channel (Figs. 6 and 7b).
The density for template nucleotides in the entry
channel is of relatively low resolution, consistent with
the ensemble of sequences present there. Both
template and transcript densities become well defined
where the minus-strand template bends to form base
pairs with the incoming (position n) and priming
(position n − 1) nucleotides. A 10-bp template-
transcript double helix splits into single strands; helix
944–952 of the bracelet subdomain blocks further base
pairing and enforces strand separation. Blurred density
shows the template strand exiting through the central
aperture of the bracelet domain and the transcript
strand leaving the RdRp between the bracelet and
fingers domains.
Structural differences between non-transcribing
and transcribing DLPs
There are notable conformational changes in VP1
between initiation-competent and transcriptionally
active DLPs (Fig. S10). In order to accommodate the
template-transcript RNA double helix within the
RdRp cage, the loop between residues 486–507
(the proposed priming loop) and the tip of the hairpin
261–271 in the N-terminal domain shift to make
Fig. 6. Rotavirus VP1 RdRp
structure of transcriptionally active
DLPs (refined models from DLP and
DLP_RNA datasets). Close-up view
centered on the RdRp template exit
tunnel. The DLP_RNA structure
(shown in color) is superposed on
the DLP structure (shown in gray).
The DLP_RNA RdRp and VP2
molecules are colored as in Fig. 3.
The bracelet domain is in magenta;
the template RNA, dark red; the
transcript RNA, orange. Arrows in-
dicate major conformational chang-
es between DLP and DLP_RNA that
occur in RdRp and VP2 upon
incubation with nucleotides: (i) a
large movement of part of the
bracelet domain, (ii) release of the
C-terminal plug form the active site,
and (iii) release of the VP2A mole-
cule 5 gate that allows access of the
transcript to the five-fold vertex pore.
(For interpretation of the references
to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)
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space for the growing duplex. As seen in the crystal
structures [5], loop 397–404 of the fingers domain
also retracts from the central cavity, to allow the
template to move into the catalytic site. Smaller
shifts occur in residue ranges 575–582, 629–632,
and 818–827. Residues 918–1006, an α-helical
subdomain of the bracelet, show the most substan-
tial displacement in the transcribing DLP structure,
shifting by up to 10 Å outward from its position in the
non-transcribing DLP. This rearrangement allows
passage of the transcript strand, with which that
subdomain would otherwise clash (Fig. 6). The
subdomain is at the position at which the template
and transcript strands separate. TheC-terminal plug
(residues 1074–1088), which would interfere with
elongation, has withdrawn from the central cavity,
Fig. 7. Transcript RNA exit path in transcriptionally active DLPs (refined models from DLP and DLP_RNA datasets). (a
and b) Views of the RdRp internal tunnel system probed in the DLP (a) and DLP_RNA (b) structures. The VP2 shell (blue
and cyan) and the tunnel (gray) are partially cut. VP2 N termini are shown as yellow ribbons. The shape of VP1 RdRp is
shown schematically as outline. RNA template and transcript strands are in dark red and orange, respectively. Upon
transcription, the VP2A gate becomes flexible and allows a continuous connection between the RdRp active site interior
and the VP2 pore on the 5-fold vertex. The magnification in panel b shows the tunnel only with difference density (cryo-EM
map—model) in orange. (c and d) View of the VP2 5-fold vertex pore. The magnifications show the difference density
(cryo-EM map—model) in orange for DLP (c) and DLP_RNA (d). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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and the last residue for which we observe density is
1073. This observation confirms the previously
proposed functional flexibility of the C-terminal
plug, based on the observation that VP1 can be
purified with a C-terminal affinity tag [5]. Side-chain
contacts between the C-terminal plug and the
bracelet subdomain may restrain the latter, so that
displacement of the plug as the emerging template
pushes against it might then allow the subdomain to
move away more freely.
Rearrangement of the α-helical bracelet subdo-
main (residues 918–1006) changes its interface with
the capsid VP2A molecule 5 (Fig. 6). In the non-
transcribing DLP structure, the ordered tip of VP2A
molecule 5 (resides 346–373) blocks the RdRp
transcript-exit site (Fig. 7a). Displacement of the
bracelet subdomain in turn displaces these tip
residues, which become too disordered to trace,
creating a continuous tunnel between the RdRp
central cavity and the pore on the capsid 5-fold axis
(Fig. 7b). We detected additional difference density
(cryo-EM map—refined model) in the capsid pore of
the DLP_RNA reconstruction. We interpret this
density as emerging RNA transcripts, as we do not
see it in the DLP reconstruction (Fig. 7c and d). The
346–373 loop of VP2A molecule 5 thus appears to
be a gate, forced open by displacement of the
bracelet subdomain in actively transcribing DLPs, to
allow release of mRNA transcripts. We note that the
conformation of this gate loop in VP2A molecule 5 is
different from its conformation in VP2A molecules
1–4, because of interactions with VP1 (Fig. S6b).
dsRNA genome structure
The 11 segments of the rotavirus dsRNA genome
vary in length from 0.7 to 3.3 kb. A plot of spherically
averaged density shows that most of the genome
packs into 8 concentric layers inside the virion with
an average inter-layer spacing of 28 Å (Fig. S11). In
maps aligned on the RdRps of one 5-fold vertex in
rotavirus DLPs or TLPs, the RNA double strands are
better resolved in the outermost layer than in the
others, but less so than in CPV and ARV (Fig. S12).
In those turreted dsRNA viruses, the RdRp orienta-
tions correlate from vertex to vertex, enabling
relatively long-range order of the dsRNA segments
wound among them. In rotavirus particles, the
stochastic distribution of RdRps among the five
alternative positions at each vertex rules out any
unique long-range order for the RNA. The substan-
tial length variation among genome segments may
also contribute to variability of even the dsRNA
immediately adjacent to the RdRp. Some tendency
for RNA to wrap against VP1 is evident, consistent
with relatively tight overall packing within the particle,
but attempts to classify individual segments or
improve the resolution by focusing the alignment
on RNA density did not succeed. We cannot rule out
models in which the dsRNA segments spiral around
the RdRp at each 5-fold vertex, but overall gentler
genome bending, as found in CPV and ARV, is more
consistent with the persistence length in solution
(Fig. S12).
There are two contacts between the bulk dsRNA
density and the polymerase, likely arising from
density of a bound 5′ + RNA cap structure and the
corresponding 3′ -RNA strand, respectively. The first
contact emerges from the putative cap-binding
domain of RdRp (see below). The second contact
is close to the template entry tunnel (Fig. S3), where
the 3′ -RNA strand inserts to initiate transcription.
Cap binding site
A site that binds the +RNA cap structure (m7GpppG)
is present on the surfaces of both reovirus and rotavirus
RdRps, near the opening of the template entry channel.
Cap binding has been proposed to retain the 5′ end of
the genomic plus-strand during transcription and to
participate in recruiting plus-strand segments for
packaging during virus assembly [5]. Retention of the
5′-end of the plus strand at the cap-binding site
positions the 3′ end of the minus-strand near the
entry of the template channel to ensure proper re-
insertion for successive rounds of transcription.Without
such a mechanism, the 3′ end of the minus strand
would “get lost” in the particle interior after emerging
from the template exit, rather than remaining poised for
re-insertion into the template entry channel. The cap-
binding site on reovirus λ3 was detected by soaking
crystalswithm7GpppG [6]; GTPbinds a corresponding
site on rotavirus VP1 between the N-terminal domain
and the tip of the thumb subdomain [5]. At this position,
our reconstructions show a connection between
density for dsRNA and the RdRp, suggesting that the
site indeed captures the capped genomic strand (Fig.
S13), but the bridge of density is not well enough
defined to allow modeling of molecular features.
Discussion
Determining VP1 structures in situ
We have used high-resolution cryo-EM to deter-
mine structures of the rotavirus VP1 RdRp in situ
within the viral capsid, including its structure when
actively engaged in transcription. In an initial,
icosahedral reconstruction, the RdRp features are
an average of five possible positions at each vertex.
Tight and specific coordination of the RdRp by the
capsid protein VP2 allowed us to use focused
classification without alignment and hence to reduce
substantially the sources of variability and noise in
the final RdRp map (Fig. 2). We have found the
opposite to be true of the VP5*/VP8* spikes on TLPs:
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flexibility (and hence a continuum of conformations)
limits the resolution of spike density on TLP
reconstructions [21], and our attempts to improve
the maps by local alignment have been of limited
success (data not shown) [13]. In the present case,
imperfect signal subtraction (e.g., from the poorly
ordered dsRNA genome), overlap of non-subtracted
density in the subparticle images, and the reduced
size of the masked structure would probably have
frustrated efforts to calculate local alignments but did
allow robust classification into the five discrete
alternatives. The resolution we obtained for the
RdRp is comparable to the resolution for VP2 (Fig.
S1 and Table S1).
A very different procedure to locate the VP1 RdRp
in rotavirus DLPs has been used as a test case for
finding proteins or protein complexes with known
high-resolution structures embedded in a dense and
irregular matrix of other macromolecules (i.e., in
rotavirus particles, the genomic RNA [22]). In that
work, a search with a DLP “asymmetric unit” (a
VP2A–VP2B pair plus 13 associated VP6 subunits)
determined the positions and orientations of the 60
such units in a particle. A constrained search with the
VP1 model, scanning only the immediate neighbor-
hoods of the 60 possible location-orientation combi-
nations, then determined the locations and
orientations of nearly all 11 molecules in each of
the roughly 4000 particles in that analysis. A
reconstruction of the VP1 structure from the corre-
sponding masked projected densities (roughly
15,000) had a resolution somewhat lower than ours
(as assessed by inspection of the density in their
posted file (Supplementary File 1) [22] as no direct
resolution estimate was given) and showed at least
one of the interactions with VP2 arms that we have
described here.
RdRp distribution
The position of the RdRp at any one vertex of a
rotavirus particle does not correlate with its position
at other vertices (Table S3). In ARV, and probably
also in orthoreoviruses, the RdRp, its partner
nucleoside triphosphatase (NTPase), and the or-
dered regions of the 11-segment dsRNA genome
obey an approximate D3 symmetry, with one vertex
devoid of the two enzymes (and with genome RNA
occupying the corresponding volume). CPV, with a
10-segment dsRNA genome, has a similarly incom-
plete D3 symmetry, with two enzyme-less vertices.
Close examination of the particle structures shows
that different long-range contacts and therefore
slightly different assembly pathways can account
for the presence or absence of correlation among the
RdRp locations in reoviruses and rotaviruses,
respectively.
The likely assembly unit of all dsRNA viral capsids
is a decamer of CSP subunits (in rotavirus terminol-
ogy, five VP2A subunits and five VP2B subunits)
together with the associated enzyme or enzyme
complex. The most reasonable way to account for
selection of one each of the 10–12 RNA segments
(depending on the viral type in question) is to
postulate that segment–segment recognition,
through interactions not yet characterized, leads
to a clustering of the relevant set of plus-strand
segments and that the RdRp recognizes the
conserved 3′ terminal +RNA sequence (the 3′
CS+), thereby associating an assembly unit with
each of the RNA segments. The template entrance
channel of rotavirus VP1 does indeed show specific
binding with a conserved tetranucleotide spaced
three residues from the 3′-terminus of the plus-
sense RNA strand. When bound in this way, the
template “overshoots” the catalytic site by one
nucleotide [5]; one interpretation of this register is
that the assembly mode of RdRp-3′CS+ interaction
inhibits initiation of transcription and that activation
requires a one-nucleotide reverse shift of the
template strand.
Differences in the interactions among CSP-A
subunits in ARV and in rotavirus can explain the
presence of internal D3 symmetry of the former and
the absence of that symmetry in the latter. In ARV
particles, N-terminal arms of the five ARV CSP-A
subunits around a vertex anchor the polymerase
and NTPase, while the arms of the five CSP-B
subunits extend to interact with two other CSP-B
arms around icosahedral 3-fold axes [9,10]. For the
two oppositely directed 3-folds that are the D3
symmetry axes, the CSP-B arm from one CSP
decamer also contacts the RdRp at one of the 3-fold
related vertices, thus determining the relative
orientations of the corresponding assembly units.
That is, the cyclic contacts between the arms of
CSP-B subunits and RdRps generate 3-fold sym-
metric “supra-assemblies,” which become the north
and south poles of the D3 cluster. The remaining six
assembly units (one of which will not have an
attached RNA segment and hence might lack a
stably attached RdRp) could then fill in around the
equator. The interactions that correlate the posi-
tions of the remaining five RdRps are not evident
from published descriptions and coordinates; pre-
sumably these interactions are contacts (or exclu-
sions) from other CSP-B arms.
The VP2 CSPs of rotaviruses have shorter N-
terminal arms than those of the reoviruses, and they
do not extend to contact an RdRp at a neighboring
vertex. Thus, there is no mechanism to correlate the
particular choice among five positions at one vertex
with the choice at another. The second internal
enzyme, VP3, contains all the cap forming activi-
ties, as rotaviruses do not have reovirus-like,
external, capping-enzyme “turrets.” VP3 does not
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appear to have a fixed position with respect to the
viral shell or with respect to the VP1 RdRp, and our
reconstructions give no information about the
interactions that recruit it to the assembling DLP.
In the DLP_RNA reconstruction, there is an
unassigned stretch of density associated with the
RdRp N-terminal domain (Fig. S5c), but we cannot
at the present resolution determine whether it could
be a bound VP3 peptide or instead the N-terminal
arm of a VP2 molecule, in addition to the two VP2A
arms and one VP2B arm already assigned (Fig. 5).
VP1 activation
The rotavirus RdRp is active in vitro only when
associated with VP2, which is probably in the form of
a decamer [23]. When particles assemble in the
cytosol, association with both VP2 and the 3′ end of
a (+) strand RNA segment incorporates VP1 and
RNA into a precursor particle and enables VP1 to
synthesize the (−) strand within that precursor.
Addition of the TLP outer layer, when the DLP and
VP4 enter the endoplasmic reticulum and acquire
VP7, blocks further activity until loss of the VP4-VP7
outer layer releases the blockage, following infection
of a new host cell. How does VP2 association
activate (−) strand synthesis, and how does uncoat-
ing allow transcription—that is, (+) strand synthesis
—to start?
Comparison of the crystal structure of apo-VP1 with
the VP1 structure in a non-transcribing particle (DLP or
TLP) shows two distinct sets of conformational
differences (Fig. 4). One set includes the flip of loop
261–271 enforced by association with VP2 and
propagated in turn to the loop between residues 493
and 508. Analysis of the crystal structure of VP1 led to
the suggestion that this loop might support the priming
nucleotide, by analogy with its reovirus λ3 homolog [5].
Our new structures suggest that it senses binding with
VP2 by transmitting the change at loop 261–271 to the
vicinity of the catalytic site. The other set of conforma-
tional differences is displacement of the bracelet α-
helical subdomain, residues 918–1006, also enforced
byassociationwithVP2 (to avoid collisionwith residues
348–362), resulting in constriction of template (or
dsRNA) and transcript exit channels. The principal
conformational changes accompanying addition of
substrates to the DLP are likewise displacement of
the α-helical subdomain, back to a position close to its
position in the VP1 crystal structure; disordering of
residues 346–373, in VP2A molecule 5, accommo-
dates the shift and creates a channel for transcript
release (Figs. 6 and 7).
How addition of the outer layer of the TLP
suppresses the RdRp activity of the DLP is not as
evident as the apparent mechanism for sensing
association with VP2. The VP1–VP2 contacts
appear to be the same in DLP and TLP, and our
analysis of the structure does not indicate how
inward displacement of VP2A tips (Fig. S7a), which
accompanies addition of the outer layer, leads to
inhibition of RdRp activity.
Capping
Our reconstruction of a transcribing DLP shows
that the likely transcript exit channel is continuous
with an open passage to the pore on the 5-fold (Fig.
7b). Density features we attribute to nascent mRNA
suggest that transcripts do indeed pass directly from
the catalytic site through the 5-fold pore to the
outside of the capsid. How, then, does the 5′ end of
the transcript acquire a cap? There is an open
connection between the RNA exit tunnel and the
interior (Fig. 7d); the transcript could in principle
pass through that groove, encounter VP3, and then
thread back into the exit channel. A more plausible
re-threading mechanism is in principle possible, in
which the transcript emerges base-paired with the
template from the template-exit channel, encounters
VP3, and then separates and inserts into the
transcript channel. Larger rearrangements in the
C-terminal bracelet domain than those illustrated in
Fig. 6 might allow such a shift, although none of our
structures provide evidence for it. The relative
positions of the NTPase and RdRp in ARV and
CPV present a similar puzzle [11]. Priming of
transcription by a VP3-produced, capped nucleotide,
3′-meGpppG-3′, or capped dinucleotide, 3′-
meGpppGpG-3′, would provide a potential alternative
mechanism for rotavirus. VP3 from disrupted DLPs
appears indeed to synthesize these species [24]. The
structure of VP3, recently determined but not yet
published (BVV Prasad, personal communication),
may help resolve this issue.
Zhou and co-workers [25] have obtained results
similar to ours, described in a manuscript published
elsewhere.
Materials and Methods
TLP and DLP purification
TLPs and DLPs were purified as previously
described [26]. For TLP and DLP production,
MA104 cells were grown in 850-cm2 roller bottles
(Corning), and confluent monolayers were infected
with RRV (G3 serotype) at MOI (multiplicity of
infection) of 0.1 focus-forming unit/cell in M199
medium supplemented with 1 mg/mL porcine
pancreatic trypsin (Worthington Biochemical). Cell
culture medium was collected 24–36 h post-infec-
tion, when cell adherence was ≪5%. TLPs and
DLPs were purified by freeze-thawing, ultracentri-
fugation, Freon-113 extraction, and separation on
a cesium chloride gradient. TLPs were de-salted
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with a 5 mL Zeba spin column (Thermo Fisher)
into 20 mM Tris (pH 8.0), 100 mM NaCl, and
1 mM CaCl2 (TNC). DLPs were de-salted into
20 mM Hepes (pH 7.5) and 100 mM NaCl (HN).
For data collection of transcribing particles [20],
21 μL of TLPs (3.5 mg/mL) or DLPs (2.7 mg/mL)
was added to a final reaction volume of 30 μL
containing 150 mM NaCl; 9 mM MgCl2; 4 mM
adenosine-5′-triphosphate (ATP) (New England Bio-
labs); 2 mM each of guanosine-5′-triphosphate
(GTP), cytidine-5′-triphosphate (CTP), and uridine-
5′-triphosphate (UTP) (New England Biolabs); and
640 μM SAM (New England Biolabs). The reaction
was incubated for 5 min at 37 °C and placed on ice
until grids were prepared.
Data collection
A stack of pre-processed and selected 4178 DLP
images was taken from a previously published
dataset [27] (RRV, G3 serotype, 10242 pixels, pixel
size = 1.023 Å). For the other datasets (Table S1),
we prepared cryo-EM grids by applying 3.2 μL of
purified viral particles to glow-discharged C-flat grids
(CF-1.2/1.3-4C, Protochips). We flash-cooled the
grids after blotting off excess liquid by plunging them
into liquid ethane, using a CP3 cryo-plunger (Gatan).
Blotting time was 4–6 s at about 88% relative
humidity. On a Polara microscope operated at
300 kV and equipped with a K2 Summit detector
(Gatan), we recorded with SerialEM (http://bio3d.
colorado.edu/SerialEM) movies in super-resolution
mode (40 frames, 0.2 s per frame, 8 electrons/Å2 per
second) (Table S1).
Image pre-processing
Movie frames were gain reference-corrected,
aligned, and dose-weighted with Motioncor2
(5 × 5 patch alignment, first two frames discarded)
[28]. We Fourier-binned the aligned image sums
to give a calibrated pixel size of 1.23 Å. We picked
particles manually (TLP dataset) or detected them
with Gautomatch (DLP_RNA, TLP_RNA). For
calculation of template projections, done with
EMAN2 [29] from a previous reconstruction, and
automatic particle picking the angular sampling
was 3° and the cutoff of the low-pass filter was
40 Å. We estimated defocus and astigmatism
parameter values with Gctf using total-summed
images and refinement for values at particle
coordinates [30]. We extracted and normalized
particle images with relion_preprocess [31] from
the dose-weighted sums.
Icosahedral reconstruction
We aligned the particles in FrealignX (Refine3D
version 1.01, Reconstruct3D version 1.02) [32]
using mode 3 (12 Å-resolution limit for alignment)
and a low-pass filtered reference obtained from
an atomic models (PDB 4v7q), followed by seven
additional cycles in mode 1 (8–5 Å-resolution limit
for alignment) (Fig. 2a). We applied icosahedral
symmetry (setting I2) for projection matching and
reconstruction and a spherical shell mask (TLP:
inner radius = 210 Å, outer radius = 400 Å; DLP:
inner radius = 210 Å, outer radius = 360 Å).
Overall resolution estimates calculated from
densities within a spherical shell containing
VP2, VP6 and, in case of TLPs, VP7 are in
Table S1.
Local reconstruction of VP1 polymerase
For local reconstruction of VP1 polymerase, we
used signal subtraction [12], sub-particle extraction
[13], and classification methods [14]. Initially, we
subtracted with relion_project [31] density from the
original particle images, using a mask that included
the entire viral particle, except all volume potentially
occupied by VP1 (corresponding to PDB 4au6 that
contains 5 overlapping copies of VP1 around the 5-
fold axis) (Fig. 2b). A reconstruction calculated with
icosahedral symmetry from this signal-subtracted
particle stack showed, as expected, VP2, VP6 and,
in case of TLPs, VP7 density erased.
We next extracted 60 sub-particles from each
image of the original and the signal-subtracted
particle stacks (Fig. 2c). Using Python (www.
python.org) and the icosahedral alignment param-
eters (φi, θi, ϕi, xi, yi) as input, we calculated
extraction coordinates and sub-particle alignment
parameters (φs, θs, ϕs, xs, ys). Extraction coordi-
nates are the projection, onto the xy-plane, of 60
points (initially obtained by applying the 60 icosa-
hedral symmetry matrixes to a point laying on one
of the 5-fold symmetry axis with a distance of 200 Å
from the center of the virus, the approximate
position of VP1) after rotation and translation
according to the icosahedral alignment parameters
(φi, θi, ϕi, xi, yi). We used IMOD [33] to extract the
sub-particles and create sub-particle stacks. Sub-
particle alignment parameters (φs, θs, ϕs, xs, ys)
were calculated from the icosahedral alignment
parameters (φi, θi, ϕi, xi, yi) and the icosahedral
symmetry matrixes such that insertion of the sub-
particle image in Fourier space with C1 symmetry
leads to a real space volume where all 60
icosahedral asymmetric subunits from a single
virus are superimposed.
We used classification in FrealignX to determine
which of the five possible positions the VP1
polymerase occupies on each vertex. For this, we
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modified the FrealignX control script to allow class-
specific masking of the reference volume for each
of five classes (Fig. 2d). Refinement of alignment
parameters was turned off during iterative classi-
fication (24–80 cycles). The resolution limit for
classification was 5 Å. We also effectively turned
off per-particle weighting in the reconstruction step
(BSC = 0.0). As theoretically expected, we obtain-
ed five classes with approximately equal particle
numbers that are related by a 5-fold rotational
symmetry axis). Final reconstructions were obtain-
ed by applying the result of the classification step to
the original, non-signal-subtracted subparticle
stack (Fig. 2e). Fourier shell correlation plots of
the local reconstructions are in Fig. S1.
Model building and refinement
We placed the VP1 crystal structure (PDB 2R7Q)
and 10 copies of VP2 (PDB 4V7Q) into the DLP
density map with PyMOL (The PyMOL Molecular
Graphics System, Version 2.1 Schrödinger, LLC).
We manually adjusted and completed the rigid body-
fitted subunits and also built the VP2 N termini in
contact with VP1 using the program O [34]. Atomic
coordinates and B-factors were refined with PHENIX
(phenix.real_space_refine) [35]. In addition to stan-
dard stereochemical restraints and B-factor re-
straints, we used Ramachandran, rotamer,
secondary structure restraints, and reference
model restraints (Table S2). Residues included in
the models are summarized in Table S2. We
validated the models with MolProbity [36]. Model
statistics are in Table S1 and Fig. S1.
Figure preparation
Weprepared the figures with PyMOL (The PyMOL
Molecular Graphics System, Version 2.1 Schrödin-
ger, LLC), POV-Ray (www.povray.org), and mat-
plotlib [37].
Accession numbers for atomic coordinates and
density maps
The cryo-EM local reconstructions are deposited
in the Electron Microscopy Data Bank (EMDB IDs:
EMD-20086, EMD-20087, EMD-20088, EMD-
20089). The atomic coordinates of the refined
models are deposited in the Protein Data Bank
(PDB IDs: 6OJ3, 6OJ4, 6OJ5, 6OJ6).
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